
The Citan Tourer.
Anything is possible.





Robust, flexible and economical – the Citan Tourer is the Mercedes-Benz answer to the 
challenge of daily life. A vehicle for the family leisure activities that supports you tirelessly 
from dawn till dusk and that understands life’s daily needs.

Its variable space concept, its spacious passenger compartment with up to 7 seats1 and  
the comprehensive equipment options make the Citan Tourer your individual everyday  
hero. With its compact dimensions and high agility, it gets all family and leisure needs 
on the road. And in particularly economical style too – thanks to high-performance 
yet fuel-efficient engines featuring the BlueEFFICIENCY package as standard and fuel 
economy of up to 65.7 mpg2 plus particularly attractive pricing. And to make everyday 
driving a true pleasure, a finely tuned suspension and the high-quality interior with new 
features providing superlative agility, driving dynamics and comfort. 

 
In a nutshell: whichever model line you choose – the Citan Tourer has everything you might  
expect of a versatile vehicle for everyday family and leisure use from Mercedes-Benz. 

Mercedes-Benz Vans. Born to run.

More space. More fun. 
More adventure.

1  Available for the extra-long Citan 111 CDI. 2 The stated figure represents the combined value. Measured for the Citan Tourer 108 CDI/109 CDI. 
Fuel consumption urban/extra-urban/combined: 54.3–60.1/62.8–67.3/60.1–65.7 mpg; CO2 emissions combined: 123–112 g/km; efficiency class:  
B–A. See page 6 for full information on fuel consumption and CO2 emissions.



There are many sides to everyday life.

Standard Equipment 

Front passenger seat, manually-adjustable  

Trip computer  

Heated and electrically adjustable exterior mirrors, with temperature sensor  

Power window in sliding door (not available for extra-long)

Stowage compartments in front doors  

Stowage shelf above windscreen  

Radio/CD Player with Bluetooth®  

Stowage facility in sliding door trim  

Speed limiter  

Two sliding doors with power windows  

Rear window heating/wipe-wash system  

Roof rails with integrated carrier bars (not available for extra-long)

Electronic Stability Program (ADAPTIVE ESP®)  

Driver and front-passenger airbags, thorax airbags and windowbags  

Seat belt warning  

ISOFIX child seat attachment system  

Optional Equipment 

Driverʼs seat heating  

Leather steering wheel  

Light and rain sensor  

12-V socket in passenger compartment  

Armrest with stowage compartment  

Folding table on driver and front-passenger seat backrests  

Reversing aid  

Air conditioning  

Paint Package  

Chrome interior package  

Light-alloy wheels (15" and 16")

From shopping trips to family outings the Citan Tourer is more versatile than ever. The combination of different model variants and a comprehensive range of optional extras guarantees the 
greatest possible adaptability, while comfortable equipment features and the high-quality interior provide for relaxed driving on longer trips, too. And all this with signature Mercedes-Benz 
reliability, driving dynamics and driving safety.



New in the Citan Tourer.

● Standard equipment   ○ Optional equipment1  DAB+ function expected to be available as of 4th quarter of 2015. 2 Only available for the long Citan Tourer. 3 Only available for the long Citan Tourer with tailgate.

●  The BlueEFFICIENCY package features as standard 
with the new Euro 6 engines. The reduced CO2 emissions 
and lowered fuel consumption contribute to your Citan’s 
environmental responsibility. (Not available for 111 CDI 
extra-long)

●  The instrument cluster is based on the Mercedes-Benz passenger car design and further enhances the look and feel of 
the spacious interior.

●  The Citan offers ample stowage space. The closing 
strap3 facilitates closing of the tailgate.

○  The navigation system1 incl. DAB+ radio and integrated 
touchscreen display is easy to use. With Bluetooth®, USB 
port, AUX interface and micro SD card reader.

○  The reversing camera with display in the rearview mirror 
provides a view of the area to the rear, assisting the driver 
in tight parking and manoeuvring situations. Dynamic 
guidelines are displayed as an additional aid.

○  The panoramic roof2 and two tilting roof windows2 conjure up a pleasant setting inside the vehicle – thanks to swift  
adaptation of the interior climate and an increase in the amount of light entering the vehicle.
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Long Citan Tourer with 2697 mm wheelbase Extra-long Citan Tourer with 3081 mm wheelbase

Technical data.
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Perm. GVW [kg] 1920 1950 1980 2100 2200

4 x 2 drive system (front-wheel drive)

55 kW (75 hp) at 4000 rpm | 4 cylinders | Diesel 
Euro 6b | 1461 cc | 200 Nm at 1750–2500 rpm 

– 108 CDI – 108 CDI –

66 kW (90 hp) at 4000 rpm | 4 cylinders | Diesel 
Euro 6b | 1461 cc | 220 Nm at 1750–3000 rpm 

– 109 CDI – 109 CDI –

81 kW (110 hp) at 4000 rpm | 4 cylinders | Diesel 
Euro 6b | 1461 cc | 260 Nm at 1750–2750 rpm 

– – 111 CDI 111 CDI 111 CDI

84 kW (114 hp) at 4500 rpm | 4 cylinders | Petrol 
Euro 6b | 1192 cc | 190 Nm at 2000–4000 rpm 

112 – – – –

Kerb weight1 [kg] 1395 1395 1395 1395 1628–1633

Payload [kg] 525 555 585 705 567–572

Gross combination weight [kg] 2970 3000 3030 3150 3250

Max. roof load [kg]
Towing capacity, braked/unbraked [kg]

100
1350/695

100
1050/750

Cargo volume [l] | Max. loading length [mm] 685–3000 | 953–1753 300–3500 | 455–2137

Turning circle ∅ [m] | Track circle ∅ [m] 11.2 | 10.7 12.4 | 11.9
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Values for vehicles registered as passenger cars (M1) with standard BlueEFFICIENCY package

Engine2 Transmission Final drive ratio
CO2 emissions 

[g/km]4

Efficiency 
class 

Fuel consumption [mpg]3, 4

Urban Extra-urban Combined

108 CDI5 M5 3.733/4.2146 119–112 B–A 56.5–60.1 64.2–67.3 61.4–65.7

109 CDI5 M5 3.733/4.2146 123–112 B–A 56.5–60.1 64.2–67.3 61.4–65.7

111 CDI5 M6 4.313 119–115 A 58.9 67.3 64.2

1125 M6 4.438 143–140 C 39.2 52.3 46.3

Engine data.

Fuel consumption and CO2 emissions.

All dimensions are in mm and apply to standard-
specification vehicle. Unladen vehicle. 
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OM 607 DE15LA diesel engine 55 kW (75 hp)

OM 607 DE15LA diesel engine 66 kW (90 hp)

OM 607 DE15LA diesel engine 81 kW (110 hp)

M 200.71 12LA petrol engine 84 kW (114 hp)5

1  Directive 92/21/EEC, in the version applicable at the time of going to print, defines 
the vehicle kerb weight as the mass of the unladen vehicle in ready-to-drive condition 
(including coolant, lubricants, fuel, spare wheel and driver). A uniform mass of 75 kg 
(68 kg + 7 kg of luggage) is assumed for the driver. 2 Diesel engines and petrol 
engine certified in accordance with Euro 6b. 3 Tank capacity approx. 60 l. 4 The 
figures shown were obtained in accordance with the prescribed measuring process 
(Section 2 nos. 5, 6, 6a of the German Ordinance on Fuel Consumption Labelling 
(PkWEnVKV)/Regulation (EC) no. 715/2007 in the version as applicable from time 
to time). Note: The figures do not apply to a specific vehicle and do not form part  
of the product offer; they are provided solely for the purpose of comparing different 
vehicle models. CO2 emissions resulting from the production and provision of the 
fuel or other energy sources are not taken into account in determining the CO2 emis-
sions pursuant to Directive 1999/94/EC. 5 BlueEFFICIENCY package standard.

6 With load uprating. 

Citan tyre performance.

Specifications acc. to EU Directive 1222/2009. Tyre labelling provides information 
about three key factors relating to tyre performance:

Fuel efficiency
When rolling, a tyre is de-
formed, consuming energy. 

This is one of the five resistance  
forces that act upon a vehicle.

Wet adhesion
The wet grip designation gives 
information about a signifi-

cant safety aspect of a tyre: its grip or 
adhesion on a wet road surface.

External rolling noise
The level of external rolling 
noise of a tyre is expressed in 

the European Commission designa-
tion in decibels in combination with 
one, two or three sound waves.

Manufacturer Model
Tyre 
type

Tyre size
Load  

capacity
Speed rating

Tyre 
class

Fuel efficiency 
class

Wet adhesion 
class

Class of  
external rolling 

noise

Measured  
value, external 
rolling noise 

dB

Michelin ENERGY SAVER 
GRNX SI

S

195/65 R 15 91 T C1 C B 70

ENERGY SAVER 
GRNX

205/55 R 16 91 H C1 E B 70

Continental CEC3

S

195/65 R 15 91 T C1 E E 71

Vanco Contact 2 195/65 R 15 95 T C1 C C 71

CPC2e 195/65 R 15 91 T C1 C B 71

Goodyear Vector 4 Season S+W 195/65 R 15 91 T C1 E E 70

S = summer tyres
W = winter tyres
S+W = all-season

Your personal and individual style of driving can have a direct influence on driving safety and fuel economy. Please note: Economical and foresighted driving can reduce your fuel consumption substantially.  
In the interests of improved wet grip and fuel efficiency, the tyre pressure should be checked on a regular basis. A safe following distance appropriate to the stopping distance should be maintained at all times.

Changes may have been made to the tyre range or the labelling of tyres since this brochure went to press. Please consult your Mercedes-Benz van dealer for final details.

The best for the engine:
Mercedes-Benz genuine engine oil

260 Nm

220 Nm

190 Nm

200 Nm

Torque curves: 

Nm Rated torque

260

240

220

200

180

160

140

120

100
1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000

Engine speed rpm



Take-back of end-of-life vehicles. You can return your Citan to us for environment-friendly disposal in accordance with the European Union (EU) End-Of-Life Vehicle Directive. 
But that day lies a long way off. To make the process as straightforward as possible, a network of vehicle take-back depots and dismantlers exists to make it as easy as 
possible for you to return your vehicle free of charge. By using this facility you will be making a valuable contribution to completing the recycling loop and conserving resources. 
For further information about end-of-life vehicle recycling, materials processing and the take-back conditions, please refer to the Mercedes-Benz web site for your country.

Please note: changes may have been made to the product since this brochure went to press (15.01.2015). The manufacturer reserves the right to make changes to the 
design, form, colour and specification during the delivery period, provided these changes, while taking into account the interests of the vendor, can be deemed reasonable 
with respect to the purchaser. Where the vendor or the manufacturer uses symbols or numbers to describe an order or the subject of an order, no rights may be derived 
solely from these. The illustrations and descriptions may include accessories and items of optional equipment which are not part of standard specification. Colours may 
differ slightly from those shown in the brochure, owing to the limitations of the printing process. This brochure may contain models and services which are not available  
in certain countries.

This brochure is distributed internationally. Information given regarding statutory regulations, legal requirements and taxation and the consequences thereof applies to the 
Federal Republic of Germany only and is correct at the time of going to press. Please consult your Mercedes-Benz van dealer for final details.
www.mbvans.co.uk
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